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Abstract
A global description of an expert system shell for the domain of mechanical engineering
is presented. The ARC-TEC project constitutes an AI approach to realize the CIM idea.
Along with conceptual solutions, it provides a continuous sequence of software tools for
the acquisition, representation and compilation of technical knowledge. The shell
combines the KADS knowledge-acquisition methodology, the KL-ONE representation
theory and the WAM compilation technology. For its evaluation a prototypical expert
system for production planning is developed. A central part of the system is a knowledge
base formalizing the relevant aspects of common sense in mechanical engineering. Thus,
ARC-TEC is less general than the CYC project but broader than specific expert systems
for planning or diagnosis.
Keywords :  CIM, common sense, constraints, CYC, feature descriptions,
forward/backward rules, integrated product model, KADS, KL-ONE, knowledge
compilation, mechanical engineering, model-based knowledge acquisition, production
planning, skeletal plans, terminological representation languages, WAM
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11 Introduction
One particular example of an intelligent specialist is a mechanical engineer. Even if his
domain consists of highly specialized artifacts, he uses all kinds of human knowledge and
experience. He knows data, tools and methods, their advantages and when to use them.
His knowledge is embedded in broader contexts and in everyday life and his expert
knowledge is supported by common sense. Although the possibility of using AI
techniques in CAD has been known for a long time [Lat78], only in recent years the
necessity of formalizing common sense has been generally recognized. The most
ambitious approach to represent common sense is probably D.Lenat's CYC project at
MCC in Austin/Texas [Len90].
The ARC-TEC project (which started in the second half of 1989) is much more modest
but has some resemblance to the CYC project. While in CYC the target is all knowledge
that everybody has, ARC-TEC is aiming at the knowledge that enables a mechanical
engineer to carry out his tasks. The common sense is restricted to those aspects which
play a role in a technical world. On the other hand, in this engineering world much
deeper and more specialized knowledge has to complement the common sense
knowledge.
There are expert systems as well as traditional programs which can solve some
mechanical engineering problems. Their main weak point is the isolated character and
this deficit has been the focus of attention of many activities which run under the
headline “Computer Integrated Manufacturing”. If there are knowledge islands the
natural thing seems to be to build bridges; if these islands are programs such bridges are
interfaces. Interfaces, however, are only possible, if the contents in the different modules
can be transformed into each other in a sufficiently easy way. If the information in an
island can only be understood on the basis of a complex background, then the
background has to be represented and the transformation has to refer to it. For different
expert systems, even in the same area of application, the represented knowledge is
usually not sufficient to bridge the gap between them. The systems may deal with the
same kind of problem but they will view things in a different and often incompatible
manner. To understand the other system one needs not only some syntactic translator but
a whole background of general knowledge and experience. The ARC-TEC approach
may be seen as providing this background for (selected subdomains of) mechanical
engineering; one can regard it as an AI approach to realize the CIM idea. Through
acquisition the knowledge available to human experts is made accessible to a formal
representation so that it can be further transformed and processed by compilation.
22 General Structure
Expert system development takes place on three levels:
• The cognitive level where the problems are discussed in an informal though
concise way.
• The representation level where matters are represented formally.
• The implementation level where data structures and available programming
languages are used.
For a thorough investigation ARC-TEC deals with all three levels. They are connected as
follows:
   Cognitive layer
  Representation layer
   Implementation layer
R
A
C
C
A
E
E
Figure 1: Three levels of knowledge
The arrows labeled by an A indicate knowledge acquisition mappings; E indicates
explanation and the C stands for compilation. The term compilation is used here in a very
broad sense and includes various kinds of high-level program transformations as well.
From the programming point of view in ARC-TEC an expert system shell is under
development which supports these aspects. It is as domain specific as necessary in order
to be efficient but relies as much as possible on domain independent knowledge. In order
to be guided by concrete problems before a large knowledge base is attacked we
concentrate first on the task to provide a connection between two specific islands: The
automatic generation of a work plan on the basis of CAD data.
The structure of ARC-TEC can be described by the different kinds of models which are
used and by their representations. In the terminology of KADS [Bre89] the cognitive
3layer is structured by the conceptual and the design model. The conceptual model
describes informally the expert’s reasoning. The still informal design model presents the
approach of the system. On the representation layer the design model has its formal
counterpart. ARC-TEC’s representation language is an extension and modification of
KL-ONE [Bra85]. The role of the A-box is played by AFFIRM, which uses rules both in
the forward and backward mode; the T-box, TAXON, is used for conceptual hierarchies.
In addition we employ a constraint system, CONTAX, utilizing the conceptual
hierarchies. These language tools allow a unified development of specialized
representation languages for various purposes. We distinguish two types of compilation
steps, horizontal ones (on the same language level) and vertical ones, down to lower
levels. The lowest level is LISP, which is also the implementation language; presently we
are only interested in the algorithmic efficiency of our tools and methods (we regard
LISP-to-C translation as a pure software engineering project which should be attacked
only after things have been stabilized).
43 Overview of the Present State of ARC-TEC
The levels of figure 1 reflect roughly the organizational structure of ARC-TEC. The
acquisition group is responsible for the cognitive layer and the A-arrows. The
representation group deals with the representation layer and its ingoing and outgoing
arrows. The compilation group is concerned with the implementation layer and the C-
arrows. It must be emphasized that there is an intense interconnection between these
activities, the integration aspect plays an important role for the whole project.
3.1 Knowledge Acquisition
Knowledge acquisition in the ARC-TEC project is based on a thorough analysis of the
expertise in the application domain, i.e. mechanical engineering. The performed analysis
included historical, sociological and cognitive aspects and it revealed which traces of
expertise are available as information sources for knowledge acquisition and how the
target problem is usually solved in practice. The latter results were used to specify a
model of expertise [Bre89] and to identify the different types of knowledge which are to
be acquired.
Based on these results, an integrated knowledge acquisition method and two elicitation
tools are being developed. We will first present some results from the analysis of
mechanical engineering knowledge and then we will briefly describe the integrated
knowledge acquisition method and the elicitation tools.
3.1.1. Analysis of expertise
The activities of practitioners and theoreticians in mechanical engineering yield different
traces of expertise  which can be utilized for knowledge acquisition:
1) Theoreticians are usually concerned with general rules. The general knowledge
which renowned theoreticians accumulated in their research can be found in
various text books.
2) The specific solutions which practitioners have found over a number of years are
stored in filing cabinets or databases of companies. These records of previously
solved cases  constitute an important collection of mechanical engineering
knowledge.
3) Through their possibly implicit expert memories , which they have acquired over a
number of years, practitioners possess an expert classification for the various
types of workpieces.
Cognitive analyses have shown that people form libraries of experiences from previously
solved cases [e.g. Rie89]. Therefore it is not surprising that adapting previous solutions to
5newly arising situations (modification planning) is the most frequently used planning
procedure in mechanical engineering [Sch90].
The abstract types of processing which are performed in modification planning are
described in the model of expertise  (or interpretation model in KADS terminology
[Bre87]) which can be sketched as follows: From the given geometrical and technological
data of the workpiece and description of the available production environment an
abstract feature description  of the workpiece  and  an abstract  context  specification  are
obtained through the application of abstraction or classification knowledge. With these
abstract workpiece and context descriptions a skeletal plan can be associated which may
be seen as an abstraction of a concrete production plan. The skeletal plan is then refined
with the help of the concrete workpiece and the factory data so that an executable
production plan is obtained.
3.1.2. Integrated Knowledge Acquisition Method
The integrated knowledge acquisition method proposes a combined knowledge elicitation
from the different information sources which is guided by the model of expertise. In a
first step, an informal knowledge base is constructed at the cognitive level. This informal
knowledge base is basically a collection of knowledge units and explanation structures.
At this informal level, a first verification and documentation of the collected knowledge is
performed. In a second step, the informal knowledge is translated from the cognitive to
the representation layer and a formal knowledge base is obtained. These two steps
roughly correspond to the two arrows labeled "A" in figure 2.
An overview of the acquisition method is presented in Figure 2. It consists of four
episodes, which can be flexibly interspersed. Whereas the first three episodes (1.
explanation of solved cases, 2. comparison of similar or related knowledge units, 3.
competence delineation) concern the elicitation and analysis of knowledge at an informal
level, the fourth episode is concerned with the formalization of that knowledge (4.
formalization phase). The first three phases will be described in some detail while the
formalization phase will be only outlined.
Explanation Episode:  In this phase, information which is relatively general and
supposedly relevant for the target tasks of the future knowledge based system is selected
from one or several appropriate sources. Independently from this selection of general
information, a set of prototypical previously solved cases is determined. In the
explanation episode the major task for the domain expert consists of applying the selected
general information to the previously solved cases by explaining these cases according to
the structure of the model of expertise. Through the model-oriented explanation of each
case, the completeness of the general information with respect to the specific case is
established, and it is assimilated to the model of expertise.
61. explanation
episode
2. knowledge
comparison
episode
3. competence
delineation
episode
 4. formalization
episode
documentation
of collected
knowledge
knowledge
formalization
early
knowledge
verification
records of previous
cases 
Informal Knowledge
collection of
knowledge units
explanation structures
KF-Tool
Formal Knowledge Base
 expert 
memories
COKAM CECoSK-Tool
model of
expertise
selection of
relevant and
sufficient knowledge
consistency and
redundancy
assessement
translation of
knowledge units
formal verification
consecutive
knowledge
extensions
text books
Figure 2: Integrated knowledge acquisition method
Knowledge Comparison Episode:  After two or more cases have been explained, the
knowledge units in the different categories of the model can be compared to one another.
During this comparison, some knowledge units may be found to be redundant, others
may be found to be generalizable, still others may require a differentiation. If a
contradiction is found, one or several explanations may have to be revised. This may
result in an elimination or adjustment of some knowledge units. Each knowledge unit is
stated as general as possible and as specific as necessary so that all cases can be
explained.
Competence Delineation Episode: In this episode the possible competence which is
inherent in the already established (informal) knowledge base is to be delineated. In a
most conservative assessment, it is noted that the acquired knowledge is sufficient for
successfully solving those problems which were used for knowledge elicitation. The
acquired knowledge may in addition be used to solve problems which at some level of
generality are structurally identical to the prototypical problems used in the knowledge
acquisition phase (e. g. for modification planning). By decomposing the expert´s
explanation structures into meaningful segments, solution methods for various subtasks
may be identified. By combining solution methods from the different previously treated
problems, solutions to structurally new problems may be created. The described
competence delineation allows to determine whether iterations of the previously
performed knowledge acquisition episodes should be performed or whether the
7knowledge base already satisfies the requirements of the intended user of the expert
system.
Formalization Episode:  In the formalization episode, each knowledge unit is translated
into its respective formal representation and stored in the formal knowledge base.
Thereafter the previously informal explanations are formally examined by traversing the
stored explanation structures, this time, however, with the formalized knowledge units.
For those explanation structures which can be successfully traversed the early knowledge
verification is formally confirmed. Unsuccessful traversals indicate a bug in the execution
of the knowledge acquisition, e. g. insufficiencies in the informal knowledge base, errors
in the translation from the informal to the formal knowledge units, etc.
Recent research within the KADS-community is developing formal foundations and
logical specifications for describing the conceptual model [Wet90]. The approach of
KADS II and related work, thus proposes to formalize models relatively soon, while the
verification of the acquired knowledge is of less concern. In the current research, on the
other hand, a formalization is proposed only after a verification and documentation of
the acquired knowledge has been performed. Through early knowledge verification,
relevance, sufficiency, redundancy and consistency may already be assessed with
informally represented but model-centered knowledge.
3.1.3. Knowledge Elicitation with COKAM and CECoS
For an integrated knowledge acquisition, knowledge elicitation tools [Jac89] are required
which select the relevant information from the various traces of expertise. COKAM and
CECoS are such knowledge elicitation tools, each performing a joint elicitation from two
traces of expertise. COKAM performs a knowledge acquisition from texts, which is
enriched by utilizing records of solved cases. With CECoS previously recorded problem
solutions are combined with an expert´s high level understanding of the global structure
of a task domain. Figure 2 indicates the role of COKAM and CECoS within the proposed
integrated knowledge acquisition framework.
In COKAM, an expert first selects texts and text segments which in his opinion contain
relevant information for performing the target tasks of the future expert system.
Independently of the expert´s selection of text, the knowledge engineer selects previously
solved cases from a filing cabinet or a data base. Then the expert explains each case with
the help of the selected text segments and his common sense knowledge. The common
sense knowledge is thereby used to fill the information gaps in the collection of text
segments. The operations and their sequence which are performed by the expert in
COKAM are similar to the cognitive processes which a human performs when he studies
a text in order to extract specific task knowledge. In particular, those text segments which
appear to be relevant, are selected for further processing. They are assimilated to some
8prior knowledge structure until all slots of the knowledge structure are filled from the
text, from hypotheses or through common sense.
In CECoS, a hierarchical classification of problem classes is performed by eliciting global
judgements from human experts. For example, after a complete paired comparison of the
cases has been performed by the expert, a hierarchical ordering of problem classes may
be obtained by a hierarchical cluster analysis. In the application phase, the expert has to
generate appropriate feature descriptions for each class, so that he can explain the
various class memberships of the cases and the different class subsumptions. Since only
the essential characteristics of a previous case and not all the details are stored in human
memory, CECoS first obtains an extensional definition of the various production classes
with the particular cases used. Thereafter an intensional definition is obtained by having
the expert generate appropriate feature descriptions for each class. The knowledge
elicitation with CECoS is thus well adjusted to the properties of human memory.
The joint application of COKAM and CECoS allows the integration of two traces of
expertise which contain general information with a collection of specific cases. Similar to
humans who can learn from general statements and from specific examples by relating
the general information to the specifics of the examples, both traces of expertise are used
for the purpose of knowledge acquisition. This is accomplished by having the human
expert explain the specific examples with the general information. This procedure has
been shown to be quite useful for knowledge acquisition [Mar90]. Furthermore, the so
acquired knowledge should be well suited for the construction of an expert system which
can give good explanations.
3.2 Knowledge Representation
The R-part of ARC-TEC has to provide the higher-level, application-oriented
representation languages for the project. To achieve this, the basic tools and languages of
the C-part are used to define suitable representation formalisms which then serve as
targets of the acquisition efforts of the A-part. Any knowledge represented in these
fomalisms can then be subjected to the compilation tools of the C-part. So the R-part
plays an integrating role in ARC-TEC; its success depends heavily on the communication
with the other parts of the project.
While the problem studied in detail in ARC-TEC is the generation of work plans from
CAD data (as this is an example for illustration purposes, only a restricted area is
considered), the underlying task of representing an significant portion of every-day
knowledge of mechanical engineering is kept in mind. From the R-part's point of view
this leads to the identification of several problem categories.
Bearing in mind the life-cycle of an arbitrary ME-product, begining with the design,
followed by the generation of the work plan, the manufacturing of the work piece, the
9assembly of the product and finally the quality checks to certify the correctness of the
product and the manufacturing process, it is possible to identify the problem categories
and classify them as diagnosis problems  (e. g. the detection of deviations in the
manufacturing process), configuration problems (e. g. finding the optimal set of tools
for a given NC-machine configuration) and or planning problems (obviously:
generation of work plans from CAD data) [Pri89] . There is no strict separation between
these categories; the design of a product, for example, can probably be described as a
blend of configuration and planning.
Any given task in one of these problem categories leads to special requirements
concerning the representation of the knowledge necessary to solve the problem, but it is
important to observe the huge overlap between the knowledge sets for the different
categories: Each task has to deal with knowledge about the product, some of which is
important for every possible task (e. g. basic geometric information). Knowledge about
the manufacturing environment (shop floor) governs the whole product life cycle.
Therefore the definition of an integrated knowledge-based product model
(Integriertes Wissensbasiertes Produktmodell IWP) is useful. This model allows a
description of a workpiece providing all necessary information to perform the tasks
mentioned above at any time during a product's life cycle. (See also [Spu86] )
The definition of this IWP is the central mission of ARC-TEC part R.
Thinking about a system for the generation of work plans from CAD data along the lines
described in 3.1.1, the following representation tasks can be identified:
- work piece representation by geometrical and technological data. Definition of
features as higher-level primitives.
- complete and/or partial knowledge about the machining process ("skeletal plan")
- shop floor representation, including machine tools
- dynamic knowledge describing the task to perform ("How to plan")
At the moment a language for the representation of the geometrical/technologial data of a
work piece has been completed [Ber90a]. Using this language, the geometry of a work
piece is described by combining basic surface primitives. The technological data are
represented as attributes of these surface primitives. A transformation of a STEP datafile
[Ber90b] into our representation language is possible, forming a bridge to the CAD
world.
Given such a representation of a work piece, it is possible to recognize areas of special
interest in the work piece. These so-called application features form a higher-level
description of the work piece bearing tight relationships to the future manufacturing
process. Straight-forward abstractions of the work piece description (e. g. a
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categorization of its dimensions in relation to the available machine tools) are also
considered ("qualitative features").
Currently a preliminary set of features has been defined, the complete feature description
language is under development.  By using these formalisms, the given CAD
representation of a product (given as a STEP datafile) can be transformed into a feature-
based representation of the product suitable for the intended task (planning). This
concept is illustrated in figure 3.
The feature description named in figure 3 is stored in a data base and is thus available for
generative and variation planning. In case of variation planning, a classification of the
feature structure can be used to select a complete skeletal (process) plan. In case of
generative planning the recognized sequence of features can be used to find parts of
skeletal plans or, in the worst case, only single machining operations, which then must be
merged to a complete plan. (See also [Fin89] )
Geometric Modeling
B-Rep Hybrid CSG
CAD Workpiece Model
transformation
STEP/PDS
(Product Model)
transformation
Technological Data
Macros Surface 
representation
feature- 
recognition
Feature description
Qualitative
Features
Application
Features
CAD-System
     DESIGN
A very detailed and universal
description of the work piece.
No abstract information in
terms of manufacturing
INTERFACE
A universal description of the product in 
great detail, not usable for AI-Applications
INTERFACE
A universal description with only few objects. 
More abstract than STEP, because only usable for  
design and manufacturing. 
DATA BASE  FOR  PLANNING
An abstract description of the work piece in terms of 
manufacturing by drilling, milling, sawing etc.
Figure 3: Representation levels
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In order to facilitate this process of finding a skeletal plan, the skeletal plans will be
hierarchically organized. The feature descriptions of the work pieces form a
corresponding hierarchy, as the definition of the features reflects knowledge about the
manufacturing process. Consequently, the feature description of a work piece can be
used to find the matching skeletal plan [Saf90] .
Our work has shown that the representation of a work piece in terms of geometry and
technology is necessary to allow universal generative planning. Although existing feature
description languages for design have similarities to our feature descriptions for
manufacturing, there are principal differences (e.g. the correlation between
manufacturing features and shop floor) which make universal generative planning based
only on design features impossible [Cha90].
At the moment we concentrate on the representation of skeletal plans and on the
definition of suitable feature description languages. Given a sufficiently sophisticated
feature description of work pieces and a matching hierarchy of skeletal plans, together
with the knowledge about merging skeletal plans, a very flexible generation of work
plans from CAD data should be possible. We hope to prove this in the near future.
3.3 Knowledge Compilation
The compilation group deals with expert system tools and their compilative
implementation. In particular, declarative representations are considered. Their high-
level description facilitates readability and maintenance of knowledge bases; their
orientation toward logic enables clear semantics. However, the processing of large
declarative knowledge bases becomes efficient only with the use of modern
implementation techniques. The greater distance from hardware imposes high demands
on ‘intelligent’ compilation methods. The term ‘compilation’ is used here in a broad
sense: Besides ‘vertical’ translation of high-level constructs into  constructs of a lower,
machine-specific level, also ‘horizontal’ transformations within one language level (e.g.
by partial evaluation) are examined. Following the declarative paradigm, a lot of work
can be done horizontally on the source level in preparation of vertical compilation.
Declarative representation formalisms are examined as modular stand-alone tools and are
integrated into an extended KL-ONE-like expert system shell. The following main
components are considered: backward rules, forward rules, taxonomies, and constraints.
Due to the different characters of the formalisms, various compilation techniques are
employed. Horn clauses of the assertional (‘A-box’) component AFFIRM are executable
in forward and backward direction. According to their reasoning direction they are
compiled vertically to an extended Warren Abstract Machine, the Relational-Functional
Machine (RFM see below). The taxonomical component precomputes implications
between concepts in a horizontal compilation step. This helps to avoid unneccessary or
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redundant inferences at runtime (e.g. by typed unification) and is a useful means for the
knowledge engineer to analyze the defined taxonomy. Analogously, an optimized
representation of a constraint
Horizontal/Vertical
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Data Access/ Exchange
C
O
N
T
A
X
COMMON LISP/CLOS
EXTENDED WAM
"T-BOX"
Input(Acquisition)
AFFIRM
Input
(End user)
FORWARD RELFUN
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"A-BOX"
Figure 4: Representation and Compilation Architecture
network can be generated by normalizing transformations. The interactions between
these formalisms and their implementation language, LISP, are presented in figure 4.
3.3.1 Backward Rules
The relational/functional language RELFUN and its machine RFM [Bol90] are made
available as basic components of AFFIRM. RELFUN amalgamates relations and
functions on the basis of ‘valued clauses’. These extend horn clauses by special ‘foot’
premises, which specify values to be returned. Values as well as arguments can be non-
ground. Functions can succeed or fail like clauses and enumerate values non-
deterministically. Relations act like characteristic functions. They permit functionally
nested call-by-value arguments. Higher-order clauses are characterized by a structure or
(free) variable in some operator position.
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The compilation of this language is performed by various transformation steps at source-
code level and introduction of declarative intermediate levels (‘classified clauses’). Call-
by-value nestings (possibly non-deterministic) are ‘flattened’, i.e. they are substituted by
a new variable to which their value is bound. Higher-order clauses are reduced to
‘constant-operator’ clauses. RFM code is generated by extending the use of X-registers
and ‘put’/‘get’ instructions of the WAM [War83]: a value is put into the register X1 just
before a footed clause returns; from there the caller can get it as its argument, as if loaded
by a top-level put instruction.
3.3.2 Forward Rules
The forward reasoning part of AFFIRM integrates work from production systems (OPS5,
CLIPS [Bro88]), logic programming and deductive databases (bottom-up reasoning
[Ull89], [Ban88]). Interpreting horn clauses as implications leads to horn rules. Horn
rules provide  a good basis for bidirectional reasoning. More general rule structures with
disjunctive premises and conjunctive conclusions can be easily transformed into horn
rules, too. Although horn logic itself does not prescribe any inference strategy, a kind of
top-down reasoning is mostly used in logic programming. We aim at an integrated
forward and backward reasoning of RELFUN horn rules. The original rules are
horizontally translated into special forward clauses denoting one forward reasoning step.
Premises of a forward rule are in turn verified by RELFUN’s backward reasoning.
Depth-first and breadth-first strategies have been implemented which enumerate the
consequences or collect them all at once in a list. For vertical compilation of forward
clauses the RFM has been extended by a special retain stack for the derived facts. The
subsumption test of a new fact with respect to previously derived ones has been made
more efficient by variations of the WAM’s unification operations [Hin91].
3.3.3 Taxonomic Reasoning
In general taxonomic formalisms (also called terminological representation languages)
based on KL-ONE [Bra85] are used to represent the taxonomical and  conceptual
knowledge of a particular problem domain on an abstract logical level. To describe this
kind of knowledge, one starts with atomic concepts and roles, and defines new concepts
using the operations provided by the language. Concepts can be considered as unary
predicates which are interpreted as sets of individuals, and roles as binary predicates
which are interpreted as binary relations between indivduals.One of the most relevant
reasoning services provided by this formalisms is the subsumption service that checks
whether one concept is more general than the other [Hol90].
In our technical domain the adequate representation of e.g. geometrical concepts requires
to relate points in a coordinate system. For that reason a scheme to extend an abstract
taxonomic formalism with a concrete  domain has been developed [Baa90]. Examples for
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concrete domains are the arithmetic of rational or real numbers, temporal or spatial
representations or relational databases.
The scheme level already deals with the formal declarative semantics of this formalisms
as well as the combination of the respective reasoning algorithms to obtain sound and
complete subsumption algorithms. The TAXON system is a first implementation of this
scheme extending the abstract language ALC with the concrete domain of real numbers.
3.3.4 Constraint Propagation
Constraints, naively being defined as a set of variables and a relation on them, play a
crucial part in many mechanical engineering tasks, e.g. operation scheduling, design, etc.
Local relationships are expressed as constraints and are maintained by the attached
operations, propagation and relaxation. In CONTAX hierarchically structured domains,
representable in the sub-/superconcept formalism of TAXON, are especially considered.
Exploiting the structure of the domain while the propagation process takes place
[Mac85] as well as relaxation in case of an inconsistent state through generalization in the
hierarchy leads to an efficient and declarative constraint handler. Additional features,
like explainability and incrementality, require special modules for monitoring the data
dependencies [Bac91]. Vice versa, CONTAX can be used to represent the concrete
domains of TAXON as constraints.
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4 Conclusions
In the ARC-TEC project we have brought together ideas from AI and CIM in a single
research environment: AI results such as the KADS knowledge-acquisition methodology,
the KL-ONE representation theory and the WAM compilation technology are combined
for application to real mechanical engineering problems.
ARC-TEC follows an approach of intermediate generality. It is less general than
unspecific software tools and less broad than the CYC project. On the other hand, it is
more general and broader than specific expert systems for, e.g., planning and diagnosis.
The underlying hypothesis of the enterprise has been that this intermediate level is useful.
The results obtained so far point in this direction. Very general tools have turned out to
be inefficient; only the concentration on one area (in our case, mechanical engineering)
makes things feasible. Avoiding an overly specialized approach enables us both to bridge
CIM gaps and to reuse  models, tools and knowledge bases for many different
applications.
In addition, the layered structure from knowledge acquisition, to domain-oriented
representation and inference, to various compilation techniques guarantees that the
conceptual and software results of ARC-TEC can be applied in the real world.
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